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ABSTRACT 
Fast algorithms for computing the product with a vector are presented for a 
number of classes of matrices whose properties relate to the properties of Toeplitz, 
Vandermonde, or Cauchy matrices (these matrices are defined using the concept of 
displacement of a matrix) and also for their inverses. All the actions which are not 
dependent upon the coordinates of the input vector are singled out in a separate 
preprocessing stage. The proposed algorithms are based on new representations of 
these matrices, involving factor circulants. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper fast algorithms of computing the products of 
matrices by vectors are proposed for a number of classes of matrices, namely 
for Toeplitz-related, for Vandermonde-related, and for Cauchy-related matri- 
ces and also for their inverses. The proposed algorithms are divided into two 
separate phases: 
(1) Preprocessing for a given matrix A E CnX”. 
(2) Computing the product of the matrix A by a vector b E C”. 
All the computations which are not dependent upon the information about 
the vector b E C” are removed to the first phase. In the proposed algorithms 
the preprocessing phase involves also the actions on preparation of the given 
matrix, which are aimed at reduction of the complexity of the second phase of 
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computations. The quantity of flops (i.e., operations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division with floating point) of these two phases are 
denoted by 
Prep( A) and Comp( A, b) , 
correspondingly. In what follows a few well-known algorithms are often used. 
The notation and known estimates for their complexities are given in Table 1. 
The particular implementations of these three algorithms and complexity 
analysis for them can be found in various sources (see, for example, [l]). 
In Table 2 the data on complexity of multiplication by a vector are 
collected for various classes of matrices with a certain structure. Where 
possible, the data on complexity for the phase of preprocessing and for 
the phase of computing the product are given separately. The last column 
contains further references. 
In the present paper fast algorithms are proposed for matrix times vector 
multiplication for three classes of matrices whose properties relate to the 
properties of Toeplitz, Vandermonde, and Cauchy matrices and also for their 
inverses. The definitions of these classes of matrices are based on the concept 
of displacement. 
Let Fr and Fb be matrices from CnX”. Following [6], let us refer to the 
matrix 
V (F,, F~J( A) = A - Ff4? (0.1) 
as the {Ff, Fb) displacement of the matrix A E CnXn. The number cr = 
rank V tF,, F&A) is called the {Ff, Fb) displacement rank of the matrix A E 
C”’ “. Each pair of rectangular matrices G and H such that 
V IF,, Fh)( A) = GHT (G, H E Cnxp) 
TABLE 1 
ALGORITHMS 
Algorithm for 
Evaluation of (n - l)th 
Estimate for 
Notation for complexity 
complexity (flops) 
degree polynomial at n points 
Interpolation of (n - 0th 
.-5(n) O(n log’ n) 
degree polynomial from its values at n points 
Fast Fourier transform 
of order n 
L(n) O(n log’ n) 
4(n) O(n log n) 
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TABLE 2 
MATRICES 
Matrix A E CnXn Prep(A) Compf A, b) References 
Fourier matrix 
and its inverse - 4(n> Well known 
Factor circulant 4(n) + Oh> 24(n) + O(n) Well known 
Toeplitz matrix 24(n) 4+(n) + O(n) Well known 
Vandermonde matrix - .9(n) Well known 
Inverse of - L(n) Well known 
Vandermonde 
matrix 
Transpose of dn) + dn) + 4(n) -t &d + 24(n) ml 
Vandermonde +2n log n + O(n) + O(n) (see also [5]) 
matrix 
Transpose of inverse I + .s(n) + 4(n) + e(n) + 24(n) n11 
Vandermonde + 2n log n + O(n) + O(n) (see also 151) 
matrixa 
Cauchy matrix b(n) + 2&(n) + O(n) L(n) + E(n) 
+ O(n) 16, 111 
“Algorithms from [ll] for the transpose of a Vandermonde matrix and of an 
inverse Vandermonde matrix have the same preprocessing stage. 
is referred to as a {Ff, Fb] generator of length p [ 2 a = rank VIFfi FJ A)] of 
the matrix A. For Fr = Fb = Z,, where 
2, = 
-0 . . . . . . . . . 0 
1 0 
0 1 *. 
. . . . . . 
_(j ..: 0’ 1’ (j 
is the lower shift matrix, the concept of displacement in the form of (0.1) 
appeared in [14]. In [14] it was shown that every matrix A E CnXn is 
uniquely determined by a {Z,, Z,} generator G = [gl, g,, . . . , g, 1, H = 
Dq, h,, . . . , h, ] (g,, h, E C”) according to the following formula: 
A = 5 Lower(g,) - Upper( 
W%=l 
(0.2) 
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where Lower(r) is the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with the first column 
r = (ri)y~i and Upper(s) is the upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with the 
first row sT = [(.s~>~~~]‘. 
Matrices with low {Z,, Z,} di s pl acement rank are called close-to-Toeplitz 
(they are also referred to as near-to-Toeplitz, Toeplitz-like, of the Toeplitz 
type, etc.). The classes of close-to-Vandermonde and close-to-Cauchy matri- 
ces (the names Vandermonde-like, Cauchy-like are also used) are defined 
(see [13, 61) using another displacement operator 
A (F,, Fb)( A) = FfA - AFb* 
Namely, a matrix A is called close-to-Vandermonde if it is transformed by 
‘{diag(t), Z,,,J(*) t o a matrix of low rank. Furthermore, in the case when 
the rank of the matrix Atdiag(qj,diag&A) is small, the matrix A is called a 
close-to-Cauchy matrix. 
In the present paper we define three classes of matrices whose properties 
relate to the properties of Toeplitz, Vandermonde, and Cauchy matrices; the 
definitions are based on the unified form (0.1) of the displacement operator. 
Accordingly, three choices of the operators Fr and Fb for Vrrfi r,$ A) are 
considered: 
(i) F’= Z,, Fb = Z,+,P; 
(ii) Ff = diag(t) (t E C”), Fb = Zl,p; 
(iii) Ff = diag(q), Fb = diag(t) (q, t E Cn). 
Here diag(t) is a diagonal matrix whose entries on the main diagonal equal 
the coordinates of the vector t E C”, and 
0 1 
is the q-cyclic lower shift matrix. Matrices with low {Ff, Fb) displacement 
rank will be referred to in the present paper as Toeplitz-related for case (i), 
Vandwnwnde-related for case (ii), and Cauchy-related for case (iii). The 
motivation of these names will be explained separately in each case con- 
sidered. Note that using the displacement operator of the form (0.1) with 
choices (i)-(m), the same or almost the same classes of matrices as in [14], 
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[13], and [6] are defined. Nevertheless, this approach has definite advantages. 
Firstly, the common form (0.1) of the displacement operator enables us to 
reduce the problems for Vandermonde-related and for Cauchy-related matri- 
ces to the analogous problems for Toeplitz-related matrices. Secondly, the 
appearance in (0.1) of factor circulants 2, and Zl,q [cases (i), (ii)] instead 
of the usual Z, enables us to obtain for matrices of all three classes consi- 
dered the representations involving factor circulants. That immediately leads 
to low-complexity algorithms for multiplication with vectors. Furthermore, 
in contrast with Z,, the matrices Z, and Zr,,+ are invertible. This feature 
helps when considering problems concerning the inverses of Toeplitz-related, 
Vandermonde-related, and Cauchy-related matrices. 
1. TOEPLITZ-RELATED MATRICES 
Here we set Fr = Z,, Fb = Zl,,+. In this case the matrix 
b,, z,,J( A) = A - Z, AZ:,, (l-1) 
is called the p-cyclic displacement of A E Cnx”, the number (Y = rank 
VIZ,, z,,,)(A) is called th e q-cyclic displacement rank of A, and the {Z,, Zi,& 
generator of A is called the q-cyclic generator. Straightforward computation 
shows, that pcyclic displacement rank of any Toeplitz matrix A = (ai_j>Ti&, 
does not exceed two. Indeed, 
Tz,. z,,,d A) = 
0 
1 
01 - -a 
cp 
-?%+I 
1 
a n- 1 - -a_, 
P 
1 I- P 1 
0 . . . 
0 . . . 
1 
u 
= . 
0 
a1 - --a-n+l 
-P 
v a-1 - rpkl 
! 1: 1 a- n+1 - w a n-1 - -a 
cp 
-1 
a-1 - cpan-1 ... a-,+1 - wl 
1 
0 
: j 
0 
(1.2) 
1 T 
0 :I 6 
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where p may be an arbitrary complex number. By analogy with (1.21, if 
yz,, z ,,)( A) = GHT (G, H E CnXa) 
and the number cr is small in comparison with the dimension of the space, 
then we will refer to A E CnXn as a Toeplitz-related matrix. 
In [lo] it was shown how to reconstruct an arbitrary matrix A E C”x” 
from a pcyclic generator and any one of its rows or columns. Moreover, the 
corresponding formulae express A as the sum of products of factor circulants, 
i.e., matrices of the form 
Circ,(r) = 
r *-I *** . . . r1 r0 
Let us formulate the result. 
THEOREM 1.1 [lo]. Let Vtz,,z,,,l (*I be the linear operator in C”‘” 
defined by (1.1). Then the following statements hold: 
(i) The equality VIZ,, x,,,(A) = 0 holds ij-and only qA is a cpcirculant. 
(ii) lf the equation 
b,. z,,,j( x) = G . H T, (1.3) 
with 
G = [g~,ge>...>gal~ H = [h,,h,,...,h,], 
where g,, h, (m = 1,2,. . . , a) are given vectors, is solvable with respect to 
X E C”‘“, then 
2 Circ,(g,) Circr,,(h,)T = 0. 
m=l 
(I4 
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(iii> Zf ICY vectors g, and h, (m = 1,2,. . . , CY> satisfy the condition 
(1.41, then the equation (1.3) has the solution 
X = Circlr + 5 c Circ+(g,) Circ,,,(k)T. (l-5) 
m-1 
Here I+!I (# 9) is an arbitrary complex number and Circlr is any ~circulant. 
The last rows of the matrices X and Circl, are the same. 
(iv) Under the conditions of assertion (iii) the solution X of the equation 
(1.3) may also be written in the form 
X = Circ[, + & c Circqkn) Circ,,&d-- (1.6) 
m 1 
Here I(, (Z cp) is an arbitrary complex number and Circle is any 4o_circulant. 
The last columns of the matrices X and Circle are the same. 
The formulae (1.5) and (1.6) enable the construction of algorithms for fast 
multiplication with a vector for Toeplitz-related matrices. Before stating the 
result, let us introduce the necessary notation. Let 5 be an arbitrary complex 
number satisfying the condition 5” = cp. Denote 
0, = diag(( S’)yLt) and R,(r) = diag(9Dqr) (r E Cn). (1.7) 
Here by diag(r) is d enoted the diagonal matrix whose entries on the main 
diagonal equal the coordinates of the vector r E C”. It is well known (see [7]) 
that for the matrix Circ,(r> the following representation holds: 
Circ,(r) = D;‘PA,(r)9DP, (1.8) 
where Y= (l/ &j(~~j>~j~~ is the Fourier matrix and the asterisk * means 
conjugate transpose. Here o = e2?ri/n is a primitive nth root of unity. 
THEOREM 1.2. L,et the matrix A E Cnx” be given by a q-cyclic genera- 
tor of length (Y and by its last column (or last row). Then 
Comp(A,b) < (2a + 3)4(n) + O(n) 
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Prep(A) < (2a + 1)4(n) + O(n). 
Proof. Let 
be the cpcyclic generator of 
H = [h+w..,ho] (gw h, E C”> 
A, and s = (s,)rl/ be last column of A. Then 
for A the representation (1.6) holds. Let us represent all the factor circulants 
from the right-hand side of (1.6) in form of (1.8). This procedure can be 
accomplished in (2~ + 1)4(n) + O(n) flops, and then (1.6) takes the form 
Here 
s,-1 
A,, = diag STD, snyz 
: LI: SO 
is the central factor of the representation (1.8), corresponding to the q- 
circulant Circl,. 
The number of operations for computing with (1.9) the product of the 
Toeplitz-related matrix by a vector equals 
(2o + 3)4(n) + O(n) 
flops. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let the matrix A E CnXn be given by a qo_cyclic 
generator of length (Y and by its last column (or last row). Then the product 
of A with an arbitrary matrix from Cnx” can be computed in 
(2a + 3)+(n) en + O(n’) 
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2. VANDERMONDE-RELATED MATRICES 
Here we consider the choice Fr = diag(t), Fb = Zl,,+, where t = 
(ti)rid E C” and the number q~ E C is chosen such that 
t;#Q7 (i=O,l,..., n-1). 
By V(t) is denoted the Vandermonde matrix of the form 
(2.1) 
It is not difficult to see that 
ydiag(t), Z,,q)(v(t>) = (2.2) 
where, as above, by 2, p is denoted the lower l/p-cyclic shift matrix. 
If the {diag(t), Z,,,i displacement rank of A E C”’ n is small in compari- 
son with n E N, then, by analogy with (2.2), A is called a Vunderrrwnde- 
related matrix. The following theorem shows how any matrix A E C”’ n may 
be reconstructed from a {diag(t), Zr,,J generator. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = [gl, g,, . . . , gu] and H = [h,, h,, . . . ,h,] be 
arbitrary matrices from C”’ u (g,, h, E C”). Then the unique solution 
X E Cnx” of the equation 
V. (dlag(t), Z,,,)( ’ > = GH T (2.3) 
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is given by 
Proof. The uniqueness of the solution follows from the condition (2.1) 
(see, for example, p. 411 in [16]). Let us check that the matrix X defined 
by (2.4) solves the equation (2.3). Indeed, since the matrices Zl’/lp and 
Circ,,,(h,)r are commuting as q-circulants, we have 
V. (dlag(t), z,,J( X) = diag 
Furthermore, using (2.21, we have 
* e;f Circ i,#‘m)T 
= 2 g,hT, = GHT. 
m=l 
n 
If the (diag(t), Zi,J displacement rank of the matrix A E C”” equals 
(Y E N, then the formula (2.4) gives the following estimates for the complex- 
ity of multiplication with a vector: 
and 
Comp( A, b) < 
Prep(A) = 
a&(n) + (a + l)+(n) + O(n) 
4(n) + O(n)- 
Below we show how, using (2.4) at the stage of preprocessing, one may 
reduce the complexity of the second stage of computing the product. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let the matrix A E Cl”‘” be given by a {diag(t), Zl,J 
generator of A of length (Y. Then 
Comp(A,b) < c(n) + (Z(Y + 5)4(n) + O(n) 
and 
Prep(A) Q (2cx + 2)412) + 2&(n) + (6a + 7)4(n) 
+ 2nlog n + O(n). 
Proof. Set 
n-1 n-l 
p(A) = n (A - ti) = A” + C rihi, r = (ri)riO1 E C”. 
i=O i=O 
Then the following equality holds: 
V(t) *C, = diag(t) *V(t), (2.5) 
where 
0 0 **. 0 
1 0 *** 0 
c, = 0 1 *** 0 
. . . 
. . . . 
;, (j ..: ; 
is the companion matrix of the polynomial 
0, 1, - . . . ) n 1). From (2.5) and thk equality 
-r0 
-f-1 
-f-2 
-f-n- 1 
p(h) with coefficients ri (i = 
where 
V. (&ag(t), Z,,,)( A) = GHT, 
G = [g,,g,,...,gJ, H = [h,>h,wd,] (g,& E C”) 
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is the {diag(t), Zr,& generator of A, it follows that 
V{C,,Z,,,J( i ) = GIHT, 
with A = V(t)-lA and G, = V(t)-lG. Furthermore, taking into account the 
equality C, = Z, - (r + pe,)ez_,, we have 
V tz,, z,,J A ) = da’, 
where 6 = [g,, gs, .. . , 6a+11, S = th,,&, . . . ,h,+,l with 
kn = V(t)-‘g, (m = 1,2 )..., a), 
f a+1 = --1‘ - cpe,, and ha+1 = Z,,,ATV(t)mTe,_l. 
Thus, the matrix A can be represented in the form 
A = V(t)i, (2.6) 
where A has pcyclic displacement rank at most (Y + 1. The latter equality 
and Theorem 1.2 imply that 
Comp( A, b) < &(Tz) + (2(Y + 5)4(n) + O(n). 
The corresponding estimate for Prep(A) follows from the detailed descrip- 
tion of the phase of preprocessing, which is given below. n 
PREPROCESSING for a matrix A E C”‘” given by a {diag(t), Zl,rp) gen- 
erator 
G = [gl,g, ,..., g,], H = [h,Jw-.A] (g,An E C”). 
1. Compute the {C,, Zl,pI generator G, = [gl. jj2.. . _, j&l, H of the matrix 
A = V(t)-lA. To do so, compute in (~~(72) flops the vectors &jm = 
VWlg, (m = 1,2,. . .) Ly). 
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2. Compute the last row sT = ez_ ,V(t)- ‘A of the matrix i = V(t)-lA. 
Using for A the representation (2.4) and then factoring each factor 
circulant as in (1.8), we have 
n-1 
1 
X diag I( 1: 1 - L,? ‘V(t)-Te”_,. 
Cp ’ i=o 
3. 
According to the data in Table 2, the vector s can be computed in 
(a + l)&(n) + 2&(n) + (4a + 4)4(n) + 2n log n + O(n) flops. 
Compute the p-cyclic generator d = [g,, gz,. . . , g,+ll, Ei = [h,, 
h 2,“‘> h,, 1] of the matrix A: 
3.1. Compute in I flops the coefficients of the polynomial p(h) = 
I-I&Q - tJ = A” + C)iJ A”?-,. 
3.2. Compute in one flop the coordinates of the vector gu+l = -r - 
‘pe,,, where r = <ri>rit. 
3.3. Compute in one flop the coordinates of the vector hu+ l = 
Zl,q ATV(t)-Te,_ 1 = Zl,,+ps, where s is the vector computed at 
step 2. 
4. On the basis of the_ information on its q-cyclic generator and the last row, 
write down for A the decomposition (1.5); then represent in (2a + 
3)4(n) + O(n) flops all the factor circulants on the right-hand side in 
the form (1.8) and substitute the derived expression in (2.6). 
Theorem 2.2 yields the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let the matrix A E Cnx” be given by a (diag(t), Zl,rp} 
generator of A of length CY. Then the product of A with an arbitrary matrix 
from C”‘” can be computed in 
.9(n) en + (21~ + 5)4(n) -n + O(n’) 
flops. 
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3. CAUCHY-RELATED MATRICES 
Let si, ti (i = 0, 1, . . . ) n - 1) be 2n different complex numbers, and 
consider the choice Ff = diag(s), Fb = diag(t) with s = <sJ’~~ and t = 
(ti)yzi. Without loss of generality we can assume that si # 0 (i = 0, 1, . . . , 
n - 1). It is easy to realize that for the Cauchy matrix 
C(sJ) = -&, 
i I 
n-1 
I I i=O 
the following equality holds: 
v. (dlag(q),diag(t))(C(S, t>) = (4 ’ L1 ’ *** ll, (3.1) 
where q = (l/si);“_-,‘. 
If the matrix A E C”’ ” satisfies the condition 
V. (dmg(q), diag(t))( A) = GHT 
with G, H E CnXa, and the number (Y E N is small in comparison with 
the size of the matrix, then by analogy with (XI), we shall refer to A as a 
Cauchy-related matrix. 
The following theorem shows that any matrix is uniquely determined by a 
Idiag(q), diag(t)) generator. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G = [g,,g,, . . . . g,] and H = [h,,h,, . . . . h,] be 
arbitra y matrices from C n ’ a (g,, h, E C”) and s = <si>~:~, t = (tJr:i, 
where si (Z O>, ti (i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1) are 2n diferent numbers. Then the 
unique solution X E Cnx” of the equation 
V. @lag(q), diag(t))( X) = GHT (3.2) 
with q = (l/si);“_;t is given by 
X = diag(s) f diag(gm) C(s, t) diag(h,). 
m=l 
(3.3) 
‘“3 3 p-‘,‘(h) = ‘4 
‘,a 3 p-‘,‘(b) = J 
O=! 
‘!Y*q +.y= 
!S 
1-U i 1 
O=? 
--Y IJ =(y)n 
I K-U 
(“q)%l?!p . ((1 ‘s )3 )((')S"!P ‘(w+!P)h . (“Q&F 3 (s)$BF = (x )W~!P ‘(W~!P~ 
a 
uq, ‘(s’s) Xq ua& aq x xuw~ $91 ‘a~ounaqwq *([gT] u! 11~ -d 
‘aldumxa 103 ‘aas) JuaIa33rp asywd a.w !J ‘! s slaqurnu ay3 ~eq~ 434 aql 
~0~3 sMolIo3 (z;‘~) uowmba ayJ30 uoyyos ayJ30 ssauanbrun aqL $OJJ 
LLI NOLLV317dILTM BO hLIXTIdMO3 
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diag(t) = V(t)-TCTV(t)T, 
cbz(q) = V(q)CvV(q)-l. 
From the last equalities it follows that if 
G = [g,,g,,...,ga] and H = [h,,h,,---,h,l (%AL E C”) 
is the {diag(q), diag(t)) generator of A, then 
v~c,,c,~( i >= GJ:, (3.5) 
where i = V(q)-lAV(t)-T, G, = V(q)-lG, and H, = V(t)-lH. Further- 
more, substituting the expressions C, = 2, - (v + qe,)ez_, and C, = 
Z l,p - [r + (l/cp)e,le~_, in (3.5), we get 
where 
with 
5, = v(q)-1&, in, = V(t)-‘h, (m = 1,2 ,..., a), 
g = 
a+1 -v - w,, ‘h a+l = C,V(t)-lATV(q)-Te,_l, 
i! a+2 = Z,V(q)-‘AV(t)-Te,_,, i’iaf2 = --r - ieo. 
Thus, A can be represented in the form 
A = V(q)i V(t)‘, (3.6) 
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where the pcyclic displacement of A does not exceed (Y + 2. From this 
representation and Theorem 1.2 it follows that 
Comp( A,b) < b(n) + e(n) + (Z(Y + 9)4(n) + O(n). 
The corresponding estimate for Prep(A) follows from the detailed descrip- 
tion of the preprocessing, which is given below. n 
PREPROCESSING for a matrix A given by the {diag(q), diag(t)) generator 
G = [g,,g,,...,g,] and H = [hi,&,,...,h,l (gTWh, E C”)* 
1. Compute, using (3.3), in (a + 3)&(n) + (a + 4).5(n) + 3+(n) + 
2n log n_+ O(n) flops the last column f = V(q)-‘AV(t)-Te._ 1 of the 
matrix A = V(q)-iAV(t)-r. 
2. Compute {C,, C,} generator 
G, = [~,,~,>...~~,]~ H, = i&,..., 
of the matrix A. To do this, compute in 2cu~(n) flops the vectors 
&I = %I-‘!& h, = V(t)-‘h, (m = 1,2 )...) a). 
3. Compute the pcyclic generator 
e = [g,&,...>i&+,]~ d = [a,,i,,...&+,] 
of the matrix A. To do this: 
3.1. Compute, using (3.3), in (a + 3)_L(n) + (a + 4)&(n) + 34(n) + 
2n log rr + O(n) flops the vector h,, 1 = C,V(t>-lATV(q)-Ten_ i. 
3.2. Set sa+i = -v - ‘pe,. 
3.3. Compute in O(n) flops the vector ga+2 = -Z,f, where f is the 
last _column of A = V(q)-‘AV(t)-r computed at step 1. 
3.4. Set ha+& = -r - (I/cp)e,. 
4. On the basis of the information on PO-cyclic generator and the last column 
of A, compute in (2a + 5h#dn) flops the parameters of the representa- 
tion A in the form (1.9), and substitute this representation in (3.6). 
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Let us remark that step 1 above contains preprocessing of the matrix 
C(s, t), while step 3.1 contains preprocessing of C(s, tjT. Using the results 
from [ll], it is possible to compute the product of the matrix C(s, OT with a 
vector in L(~J) + c(n) + 44(n) + O(n) flops on the basis of the results of 
preprocessing of C(s, t). Therefore the estimate (3.4) in Theorem 3.2 can be 
replaced by the following estimate: 
Prep(A) < (4o + ~)L(o) + (2a + 6)&(n) + (6cx + 11)+(n) 
+ 4nlog 12 + O(n). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let matrix A E Cnx” be given by a {diag(q), diag(t)) 
generator. Then the product of A with an arbitra y matrix from C nx n can be 
computed in b(n) * n + e(n) - n + (2 CI + 7)4(n) * n + O(2) flops. 
4. INVERSES OF TOEPLITZ-RELATED, VANDERMONDE- 
RELATED, AND CAUCHY-RELATED MATRICES 
4.1. Inverses of Toeplitz-Related Matrices 
It is easy to see that if the matrices Fr and Fb are invertible, then the 
{ Ff, Fb} displacement of the matrix A and the (FL’, FF T} displacement of 
A- ’ are related by 
Vt~;~,qq( A-‘) = -A-‘VI,,, FbJ( A) * FLTA-lF;l. 
For Ff = 2, and Fb = Zl,rp (this choice corresponds to Toeplitz matrices) 
the last equality takes the form 
O;Z~.Z,,&-~) = -A-‘yz z ,( > q’ ,,? A * zpz,,. (4-l) 
This equality implies that cpcyclic displacement rank is invariant under 
matrix inversion and therefore the inverses of Toeplitz-related matrices are 
themselves Toeplitz-related. Moreover, the equality (4.1) yields that if 
G = [g,,g,,.-&I, H = [hl,h2,...>hul (gwh, E C”) (4.2) 
:(@I) EInuuo3 ay3 I! 103 mop aaw up13 aM r_v 
30 MO1 gx~ aq$ pm lowaua% y&-d, aq+ uo uo~m~103u~ aq4 30 s!svq aq3 uo 
‘uo!Jenba ~JOUI auo u10.13 palaAoaa1 s! 1 _ v 30 MOJ pi aq3 ‘a~ounaqjm~ 
(53) ‘(W 
‘““i;‘~ = m) “8 = %v 
:suoymba w z %~01103 ay4 %U~IOS OJ pampal SF ~ _ v ~JW.II asJam! aya 30 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let the strongly regular matrix A E C”’ n be given by a 
q-cyclic generator and the last row (or last column). Then 
Comp( A-‘,b) < (2cy + 3)+(n) + O(n) (4.6) 
and 
Prep( A-‘) < 0( cr3n log2 n). (4.7) 
Proof. As was mentioned, the cpcyclic displacement rank is inherited 
under matrix inversion. Therefore the estimate (4.6) immediately follows 
from Theorem 1.2. The estimate (4.7) follows from the detailed description of 
the preprocessing for A- ‘. w 
PREPROCESSING for the inverse of a matrix A with given pcyclic genera- 
tor of length (Y E N and the last row. 
1. Compute in O( cyn log n) flops, for the matrix A, its {Z,, Z&generator 
of length cr + 2, using the equalities 2, = 2, + qe,ez_, and Z&+, = 
Z, + (l/~>e,_,e~. 
2. Using the algorithm from [6], compute in O(a3n log2 n) flops, for the 
matrix A-l, its {Z,, Z,} generator of length (Y + 4. 
3. Using the representation (0.2) corresponding to the above computed 
{Z,,Z,} generator of A-‘, compute in O( (in log n> flops the cpcyclic 
generator of A-’ [that is, the vectors r,, s, in (4.2) and (4.3)] and the 
last row yT = ez_,A-‘. 
4. On the basis of cpcyclic generator of A-’ and its last row, compute in 
O( (Y n log n) flops the parameters of the representation A-’ in the form 
(1.8) as prescribed in Section 1. 
4.2. Inverses of Toeplitz Matrices 
If a matrix is the inverse of the given Toeplitz matrix, then its product 
with a vector can be computed using the Gohberg-Semencul formula. In 1121 
(see also [9]) it was proved that if for the Toeplitz matrix A = <ai_j>~~~O the 
equations 
Ax = e,, Ay = en_, (4.8) 
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have solutions x = (xi>~~~, y = ( yi)ln_t and x0 # 0, then A is invertible 
and 
X 
Yn-1 
0 
0 
0 
Yo 
- . 
Yn-2 
X 
Yn-2 
Yn-1 
0 
0 
Yo 
. . . 
Y,-2 
. . . 
Yo 
. . . 
0 
0 . . . . . . . . . 0 
(4.9) 
On the basis of this formula a number of fast algorithms for solving Toeplitz 
systems of equations were elaborated. These algorithms were divided into 
two separate stages: first solving the equations (4.8) and second applying the 
formula (4.9). Let us denote by 7(n) the complexity of solving one equation 
of the type (4.8). According to [3], 
T(n) < o( 12 log2 rZ> 
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flops. Thus the Gohberg-Semencul formula enables one to compute the 
product of the inverse of Toephtz matrix by a vector in 16+(n) + O(n) flops 
after 2r(n> + 8+(n) + O(n) flops of p re p recessing. The implementation of 
the scheme from the first part of Section 4.1 leads to the reduction of this 
estimate. 
Indeed, in the first section the explicit expression (1.2) for cp-cyclic 
displacement of Toephtz matrix A = (cz_~)?~& was written down. The 
equations (4.3) in this case are of the form 
Ax = e,, Au = 
The equations (4.4) .take the form 
pT - Zq AZ;,p = - 
-P 
a-1 - wn-1 I ! a- n+l - qoa, 
P 
1 
a1 - --a-n+1 
cp 
1 
an-1 - --a_, 
P 
(4.10) 
> qT * ZPAZ&q = -ei. (4.11) 
Furthermore, the equality AT = JAJ with counter-identity matrix 
I= 
0 . . . . . . 0 1 
1 0 
. . . . . . 
. . 
0 1 : 
1 () . . . . . . 6 
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holds for an arbitrary Toeplitz matrix A E CnXn. Hence (4.10) and (4.11) 
imply that the vectors p and q are related to the vectors x = <x~>~I~ and 
y = (zj,)yZi as follows: 
P = @&A g = -cpZ,,,Jx. 
Therefore, in the Toeplitz case the cpcyclic generator of A-’ is represented 
in the form 
R= 
X0 UO 
Xl Ul 
x2 u2 
K n-l Un-1 
The factor circulant 
(4.12) is given by 
) s= 
UO 
W,-1 
(Pun-2 
CPU1 
-X0 
-(Pxn-1 
- (Pxn-2 
- 9x1 
(E Cnx2). (4.12) 
decomposition (1.5) for matrix A-’ corresponding to 
cp 
A-1 = - Circ,(x) Circ,(U) - Circ, u - -e 
cp-* 
(4.13) 
The representation (4.13) is determined by the solutions of the equations 
(4.10). The right-hand side of th e second equation in (4.10) depends upon the 
entries of the matrix A. Below we show how to write down the factor 
circulant decomposition for A - ’ on the basis of the solutions of the equations 
(4.8). Such a decomposition will allow to apply at the stage of preprocessing 
the fast algorithm of Brent, Gustavson, and Yun [3]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A = (cz~_~);;~~ b e a Toephtz matrix. lf the equations 
Ax = e, and Ay = en_, 
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have solutions x = (x .Y’z ’ 1, 0 and y = (y,)ylt and x0 # 0, then the pair of 
matrices 
R, = 
X0 1 
1 
Xl G-pYO 0 
1 
r!2 x(py1 0 
. 1 
X,-l x(pYn-2 
0 
s, = 
1 --X0 
1 
KY*- -VOX,-1 
1 
7-3 - v,-2 
1’ 
GYo -V, 
(E cy, 
(4.14) 
is a q-cyclic generator of the matrix A- ‘. 
Proof. First note that to the upper left and to the lower right entries of 
the Toeplitz matrix A there correspond the same associated matrices. There- 
fore x0 = Y~__~, since x0 and yn_ 1 are the entries of the inverse matrix, 
placed in the upper left and lower right comers, correspondingly. Now let us 
show that the vector u = (l/cpr,)Z,y solves the second equation (4.10) for 
some p E C”. Indeed, 
= 1 1 +- WO 
cy:;a-iyi-l 
-Yn-la-n+1 
-Yn-la-1 
= 
P 
1 
a1 - -a -a+1 
cp 
1 
a n-1 - -a -1 
cp 
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where p = a, + (l/~oxa)C~~~ a_,yi_,. To prove (4.14) it remains to 
substitute u = (l/qox,)Z,y in (4.12). n 
The factor circulant decomposition 
A-l = 
. 
Cm+ x Circ,(Z,y) - CircJ,(Ztiy) Circ,(x)] (4.15) ( ) 
corresponds to the representation (4.14) of cp-cyclic generator of the matrix 
A-‘, where x and y are the solutions of the equations (4.8) and p, +!I (# ~0) 
are arbitrary complex numbers. Equality (4.15) is a generalization of the 
formula of G. Ammar and P. Gader [2], where they considered the case 
40 = 1, + = - 1 and positive definite Toeplitz matrix A. This formula allows 
us to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A = (cz_~>:;& b e an invertible Toeplitz matrix with 
nonzero leading minor of order n‘ 
Comp( A-‘, b) < 
and 
Prep( A-‘) < 
Proof. The conditions of the 
- -1. Then 
6+(n) + O(n) (4.16) 
27(n) + 44(n) + O(n). (4.17) 
theorem yield that the equations (4.8) are 
solvable and x0 + 0. In this case the factor circulant decomposition (4.15) 
holds. Thus, the procedure of preprocessing consists in solving both two 
equations in (4.8) and then representing each factor circulant on the right- 
hand side of (4.15) as in (1.8). The overall cost of all of these actions coincides 
with the right-hand side of the inequality (4.17). Finally, we get 
where the matrices D, and A,(*> are defined as in (1.7). From this follows 
the estimate (4.16). W 
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4.3. Improvements via Pad& Approximations 
In the formulation of Theorem 4.3 the matrix A = (ai_j>T;& is assumed 
to have nonzero leading minor of order n - 1. In this subsection it will 
be shown that this restriction can be removed by making use of Cabay-Choi 
algorithm [4] for computing the scaled Pad& fractions. Before stating the 
result let us introduce necessary concepts. 
I.& A(z) = CT=, bizi (b, # 0) be a formal power series, and T,,(z) = 
Cy= 0 ti zi ( f 0). and S,,(z) = Cr= ,, si zi be two polynomials. Following [4], 
we will refer to the rational function S,,( z)/T’,( Z) as a scaled Pa& fraction 
of type (m, n> for A(z) if the following three conditions hold: 
6) min(m - deg S,,(Z), n - degT,,(z)) = 0, 
(ii) GCD(S,,(z), T,,(z)) = z*mn for some integer A,, z 0, 
(iii) A( z)Tm,( z) - S,,(z) = x”‘+“+ 'W( z), where W(z) is a formal 
power series. 
It is well known that condition (iii) can be rewritten as two systems of linear 
equations: 
and 
b m-n b,-,+I ... b,,_, b, t, 
b m-n-l Ln ... b,_, b,_, t,_, 
bn b ?73+1 b m+2 *** b mfn-1 b m+n t ?I 
b,-1 bnl b 
. . . 
m+1 b mfn-2 b m+n-1 t n-1 
t1 
i~,,_,,+~ bm_n+2 ..: b,:, b; L+1 _to 
= _I 
0 
0 -1 * . 6 0 
(4.18) 
Here bi = 0 for i < 0. 
Let S,,(z)/T,,,,(z) b e a scaled Pad6 fraction of type Cm, n> for A(z), let 
GCD(S,,(z), T,,(z)) = z’mn, and put 
m * = m - A,, - 1, n* = n - h,, - 1. 
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Following 141, e w will refer to the scaled Pad6 fraction S,.,.(z)/T,.,*(z) of 
the type cm*, n*) for A(z) as the predecessor of S,,(z)&,(z). 
For m, ?z E N and for formal power series A(z), denote by m(rn, n> the 
complexity of computing the scaled Pad& fraction S,,(z)/T,,,,(z) together 
with its predecessor S,.,. (z)/T,.,.(.z). According to [4], 
7r(m, n) < O((m + n) log+?r + rL)). 
The referee pointed out that this result enables one to drop from Theorem 
4.3 the condition of invertibility of the leading submatrix of order tr - 1. In 
fact the following result is obtained. 
THEOREM 4.4. 
Then 
Let A = (ai_j)E;Jo be an invertible Toeplitz matrix. 
and 
Comp( A-‘,b) < 64(n) + O(n) (4.19) 
Prep( A-‘) < 7r( n, n) + 44(n) + O(n). (4.20) 
Proof. First of all let us show how, using the Cabay-Choi algorithm [4], 
one can compute the solutions of the equations (4.10). Set 
2n-1 
A(z) = 1 + c a,_,z’, 
i=l 
and let the rational function S,,( z>/T,,,(z> be a scaled Pad6 fraction of type 
(n, n> for A(z). Then the equality (4.18) takes the form 
a0 a-1 a_2 *** a-,+1 0 tn 
a1 a0 a_, *.* a_n+2 a-,+, t,-l 
t1 
a,_l an_2 *** ... a0 a-, t0 
0 
0 
i . (4.21) 
0 
0 1 
Since the matrix A = (ai_j)T;?o is invertible, from (4.21) it follows that 
to Z 0 (cf. [15]>. Therefore GCD(S,,(z), T,,(z)) = 1, and the predecessor 
S,*,*(z)/T,*,.(z) of S”“(Z)/T”“( > z is a scaled Pad& fraction of type (n - 
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1, n - 1) for A(z). For the polynomial T,.,.(z) = Cr,,’ piz’ the equality 
(4.18) is as follows: 
a1 a0 *** Q-n+2 a-,+1 Pn-1 
a2 a1 *** a -n+3 u-n+2 Pn-1 
a,._, anm2 a** a2 
Pl 
PO 
= (4.22) 
From (4.21) and (4.22) it is easy to deduce the following two matrix 
equalities: 
t n 
t,-1 
t2 
t1 
and 
1 
2 
0 
a- n+1 
(4.23) 
a-2 
a-1 
(4.24) 
where q = CyZi a _ i p, _ 1 _ i ( # 0). From the equalities (4.23) and (4.24) it 
follows that the vectors 
I 
P,-I 
1 : 
x=- . 
q Pl 
PO 
1 
UC- 
cpt0 
t, + qoto 
tll-1 
t1 
solve the equations (4.10). 
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Thus it is shown that the equations (4.10) can be solved in ~(n, n> + O(n) 
flops. In this case the factor circulant decomposition (4.13) holds. So the 
preprocessing procedure consists in solving the equations (4.10) via Cabay- 
Choi algorithm and then representing each factor circulant on the right-hand 
side of (4.13) as in (1.8). The overall cost of all of these actions coincides 
with the right-hand side of the inequality (4.20). Finally, the estimate (4.19) 
follows by using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. n 
4.4. Inverses of Vandermonde-Related and Cauchy-Related Matrices 
In Section 2 the fast algorithms for multiplication of a Vandermonde- 
related matrix by an arbitrary vector were based on the formula (2.7). This 
formula represents the Vandermonde-related matrix as the product of a 
Vandermonde matrix with a Toeplitz-related matrix. Analogously, in Section 
3 the representation (3.5) of a Cauchy-related matrix as the product of 
a Vandermonde matrix, a Toeplitz-related matrix, and the transpose of a 
Vandermonde matrix was used. Therefore, the derivation of the fast algo- 
rithms for the inverses of Vandermonde-related and Cauchy-related matrices 
is essentially reduced to that the algorithms proposed in Section 4.1. 
The remarks of the referees were important and constructive. In parti- 
cular, under the influence of these remarks we added Section 4.3. It is a 
pleasure to thank the referees for their help as well as for bringing the papers 
[15I and [4I to our attention. 
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